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Сonsulting with the product manager

Fill out the form and we'll call you as soon as possible!


 















Select the subject of the appeal

Installation
Purchase
Distribution



	
	Required field
	Please put a correct e-mail
	Please put a correct Name
	Please put a correct phone number
	Value is too small
	


 
Waiting for a call 
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	Please put a correct e-mail
	Please put a correct Name
	Please put a correct phone number
	Value is too small
	


 







Need to test our equipment?

Submit a request to get samples at special price.
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Advice by an AUTHOR specialist
Fill out the form below and we'll call you back ASAP
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Need help with installation?
Fill out the form and we'll call you as soon as possible!
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Become a partner of AUTHOR
Your can submit request for partnership by form below and we'll call you as soon as possible!
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 Follow us to know more about AUTHOR products!
  
Subscribe 
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Thank you for contacting us! Our specialist will contact you shortly.




 






			



			 
			

 




			


			 
			

 







Welcome to Author Alarm- leading designer and manufacturer of innovative anti-theft devices for cars, trucks and motorbikes
"0" thefts in 12 years!
	About us


	Our production









 




research in the field of automotive security since 2008
AUTHOR ALARM
The main activity of the company is the development and manufacture of CAN-devices for the protection of cars against theft. 

 We are leading experts in the field of protection against theft. 

	Explore our Products
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ANTI-THEFT CAR DEVICES
Anti-Theft Car Devices is the main core in your car's safety, that build a complex car protection against theft. 
 — Anti-Theft Car Systems based on IGLA
— RAPTOR
— CONTOUR
— TOR
— OBD BLOCK
— KEYLESS BLOCK 

	Explore details of Anti-Theft Car Devices






ADDITIONAL DEVICES

 Additional modules that will increase your comfort and pleasure of driving your car, and also increase your safety. 
 — COMFORT

	Explore details of Additional Devices









 




 OUR MAIN ADVANTAGES

The group of companies "AUTHOR" began with 3 masters who believed in technology, from which everyone dismissed. We did not have any masters or big clients, but now our products are used by more than 200 000 people. Why? 

 We believe in our product and we believe in people. And like 7 years ago, we are sure that nothing is impossible 

 


Each set is assembled in St. Petersburg with the best components that we managed to find


We regularly check the build quality and make sudden checks to our production workers


We sell our systems only with the installation. Hijackers will have to sweat fairly to get our system for experiments







Let's keep in touch!

Follow us to know more about AUTHOR products! 

	LEARN MORE






 
Sounds interesting?

 


Get specialist advice or order installation.
	Advice

	Installation








 
	
	
	


© 2023 AUTHOR

 Car security research since 2008

 We develop and manufacture CAN-based devices to protect your car against theft.
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